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A Multi-Criteria Decision-Making Approach to Compare and Contrast
the Websites of China-based and U.S-based Hotels
Abstract

The improvement in living standards and the development of telecommunications have led to a large increase
in the number of Internet users in China. It has been reported by China National Network Information
Center that the number of Internet users in China has reached 33.7 million in 2001, ranting the country third
in the world. This figure also shows that more and more Chinese residents have accepted the Internet and use
it to obtain information and compete their travel planning. Milne and Ateljevic stated that the integration of
computing and telecommunications would create a global information network based mostly on the Internet.
The Internet, especially the World Wide Web, has had a great impact on the hospitality and tourism industry
in recent years. The WWW plays an important role in mediating between customers and hotel companies as a
place to acquire information acquisition and transact business.
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A multi-criteria decision-making
approach to compare and contrast
the websites of china-based and
U.S.-based hotels
By Rob Law

and Kathy Liang

The improvement in liuing
standards and the development of
telecommunirations haue led to a large
increare in the number oflnternet
urerr in China. It har been rrported by
China National Network It$ormation
Center' that the nnmber oflnternet
urerr in China bar reacbed33.i
million in 2001, ranking the country
third in the world Thisfigure also
rhou~sthat more and more Chinese
e
the Internet
residents h ~ u accepted
and use it to obtain information and
complete their travelplannirz~M i b e
andAteljeuir rtated that the
integration of computing and t~lccommunicatiorrr would create a global
infirmation network bared mostly on
the InternetThe Internet, erpecialb
the World Wide Web, /jar had a great
impact on the horpitali~and tourism
indnrtry in recentyearr. The WWW
phys an important role in mediatinzg
between customerr and hotel companier
as aplace to acquirr information
acquirition and transact busine~s.~
The use of the Internet enables
hospitality and tourism businesses to
reach customers worldwide easily and

cost-effectively. Wan pointed out that
the Internet has changed the daily
lives of individuals, the operation of
companies and organizations, and the
ways by which they seek i n f ~ r m a t i o n . ~
Jeong stated that many lodging
companies have been striving to
achieve and retain a competitive
advantzge in the age of electronic
commerce by developing unique and
creative products and servi~es.~
However, the current stage of
development of China-based hotel
websites and whether such websites
can meet the needs of customers is
largely unknown. Since the United
States is the country in which the
Internet originated and one of the
most developed regions of the world
in terms of online horel applications, a
study to compare the performance of
hotel websites in the U.S. and China
should, therecore, be of interest to the
hotel industry in China.
A few published articles have
compared and contrasted hotel and
tourism websites in terms of
reservation services between Asian and
North American airline websites6,
airfare reservation sewices between
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Asian-based and North Americanbased travel websites7, and hotel
reservation services between Asianbased and North American-based
travel web site^.^ The empirical
findings of these frequency-counting
studies all indicated that the Asianbased websites were significantly
outperformed by the North
American-based websites. The
existing hospitality and tourism
literature, however, offers no insights
on the performance of China-baed
hotel websites relative to their
Western counterparts. Huang and
Law and Liang and Law briefly
discussed the weak contents of hotel
websites in China, but offered no
information about the performance
of these websites relarive to those of
other regions? In view of the
importance of Internet applications
to the Chinese hotel industry and the
absence of prior studies quantitatively evaluating the quality of
China-based hotel websites, this
study attempts to bridge such a gap
by presenting a multi-criteria
decision-making model to measure
the performance of hotel websites.
The developed model was then
applied to the selected U.S.-based
and China-based hotel websites in
order to compare their performance.
In this research, website perfor~nance
primarily relates to functiondiry,
which involves analyzing the richness
of the information on the

services/ptoducn mentioned in the
website. The findings of this study,
which contribute to a better
understanding of the quality of hotel
websites in China and the US.,
should be of interest to hospitality
researchers, practitioners, policy
makers, and customers.

Literature review
Ever since the introduction of the
Internet to commercial businesses in
the 1980s, researchers and practitioners have been fascinated by the
unique properties and potential
benefits that the technology can offer
to the business world. Afuah and
Tucci listed the many properties of the
Internet that had a potential impact
on business models and industry
profitability." Examples of these
properties include the Internet's use as
a mediating technology, its universality, network externalities, its use as a
distribution channel. its usefulness as
a time moderator, its infinite virtual
capacity, its low cost standard, and its
potential to reduce transaction costs.
Apparently, the most important aspect
of the Internet is its connectivity. That
is, rhe ability to allow everyone to
access the network, which enables data
to be transferred among computer
operators. The Internet connects
companies with companies,
companies with customers, and
people with people without
limitations in time, space, and
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hardwarelsoftware platforms." Liu
further argued that the Internet offers
substantial advantages over traditional
means of communication such as
reduced costs of information
exchange, increased speed of
information transfer and retrieval,
increased customer involvement in
and control of transactions, and
greater flexibility in using the
marketing mix.
Anyumba stated that the Internet
has been referred to as the
"Inforniarion Superhighway for
several reasons." First, there is
probably no major business that does
not have a website on the Internet.
Second, the information is available
and updated, and grows on a
continuous basis. In addition,
information can be accessed from any
point on earth and at any time.
Lastly, the Internet can convey the
written script, and visual, static, and
dynamic images, as well as sound.
T h e Internet can allow an organication to conduct a more targeted
business 24 hours a day with a
potential to reach a worldwide
audience with access to connections,
irrespective of
locations,
time zones, or computer systems. In
the context of hotels, the Internet
provides an equal opportunity to
access the market for all typeslsizes of
properties. l'he major benefit of
marketing on websites is the larger
degree of interactivity compared to

other communication media.13
According to Deitel, Deitel, and
Steinbuhler, the Internet is one of the
most influential inventions in terms
of the profound impact it has had on
humankind.14 The Internet allows
people to work more easily and
quickly, enables information to he
accessible instantly and conve~liently
around the world, and helps
individuals and small businesses to
get worldwide exposure. In short, the
Internet has changed the way people
do business.
Internet marketing is well suited
For hospirality and rourism related
products and services because of the
distinctive high-priced, highinvolvement, and well-differentiated
characteristics of such products and
services. Morrison et al. also pointed
that there were six potential
advantages for hotels of having a Web
presence." These advantages include
cosr reductions, revenue growth.
niche marketing, improved customer
satisfaction, quality improvement,
and the abiliry to address other
critical business or customer needs.
Similarly, Van Hoof and Combrink
conducted a reseatch that showed
that there were six major benefits for
hotels, including: increased exposure
for the hotel, another means of
advertising and marketing. faster and
better communication, a way of
generating reservations, a good
source of information on clients and
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the industry, and a way to save costs
and time."
The hotel industr). in China is a
fast-changing one, and the Internet
has thus had a great impact on it."
Liang and Law stated that many
hotels in China had already realized
the importance of the Internet, and
had been establishing or enhancing
their websites." These hotel managers
hoped that their websites would
enhance the image of their horels,
attract more customers, and promote
sales. Gilbert, Powell-Perry, and
Widiioso emphasized that the real
determinant in using websires was the
willingness of customers to book hotel
rooms and to search for hotel
information."
Some prior studies have been
performed to measure the
performance of hotel and tourism
websites using content analysis. For
instance, Doolin, Burgess, and
Cooper proposed an eMICA model,
consisting of three stages, to examine
New Zealand's twenty-six RTOs
(Regional Tourism Organizations).'"
The three stages used different levels
of business processes, including Webbased promotions, the provision of
information and services, and the
processing of transactions. Each RTO
site was then assigned an appropriate
stage and layer in the eMIC.4 model
based on the lwel of development of
the site. The New Zealand RTOs
generally displayed moderate-to-high

levels of interactivity This was
consistent with their role of providing
comprehensive information of the
marketing of destinations. The
resulting data set was checked against
Australian regional tourism sites.
Doolin, Burgess, and Cooper found
that there was a good level of
consistency between these two
countries. In other words, most of the
organizations in New Zealand and
Australia were at a relatively advanced
srage in the adoption of the Internet?'
Morrison et aL presented a
framework that applied the balanced
scorecard approach to evaluate the
performance of small hotels in
S c ~ t l a n dThe
. ~ ~framework consisted
of four perspectives. Each of these
perspectives, in turn, comprised
different success factors. Individual
scores were then assigned to all of the
selected factors, based on a set of
rating criteria. A drawback to
modified balanced scorecard approach
is the lack of involvement from the
user. Similar to Morrison et ULIS
approach, Chung and Law and Law
and Chung conducted a study to
analyze the contents of hotel
websites." They proposed a stepwise
refinement multi-dimensional
conceptual framework, and then used
this framework to assess hotel websites
in Hong Kong. Empirical findings
showed that there were significant
differences among different caregories
of hotels. This model covered the
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major areas of application of hotel
websites such as their use as a
propaganda tool, comn~unication
tool, marketing and distribution
channel, and customer service
centre, as well as the management of
websites. T h e proposed multidimensional conceptual framework,
however, has two limitations. T h e
first limitation is the restrictive
involvement of hotel practitioners
during the stage of developing the
framework. The second limitation is
the assumption of equal variance
between different website
dimensions and attributes, which
unfortunately does not represent the
reality in a multi-criteria decisionmaking environment.
To summarize, the empirical
findings on the performance of hotel
websites can unambiguously allow
customers to determine the contents
of a hotel's wehsite and the level of
services offered. The findings can
also help hotel practitioners identify
their relative standing in the
industry. and to improve on factors
in which they are weak.

measured by a total score T in the
following form:

Methodology
the modeling process
Following the scoring model
presented by Taylor and the
assessment tool discussed by Evans
and King and Zeleny2', this research

where wi and ri represent the weight
(relative importance) and rating
(relative performance) of the attribute
(factor) ifor a total of tattributes
(multi-criteria). Again, functionality
refers to the richness of the
information offered in a website.
On the basis of prior studies on
hotel functionality n~easurements,"
this research then formulated the
dimension vector D = [d,, dd,,. . ., 41
for [dimensions of a hotel's website,
which determines the performance of
the website. Prior studies have stated
that measurements of the performance
of a hotel wehsite should be multidimen~ional.'~
This means that a
website should be evaluated on more
than one dimension. Hence, this stage
identified h, =[ad,.,a/,, ..., a,,,,J, A,
= la,,.
a,,, . . ., a,J, . . ....,A , =iddh,a,,,
. . ., add,where each A, is the attribute
vector that contains the necessary
attribute components for the
dimension i, for i = 1 , 2 , ..., 1
The next stage of this research
involved a panel of experienced users
of hotel websites, including hoteliers,
business rravelers, leisure travelers,
travel agents, and online reservations
managers. A convenient sampling

proposed that the overall functionality
performance o t a hotel website ran be

approach was used in early-mid 2003
to invite peopie in China to become
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members o f t h e panel. In this stage, a

jury o f executive o p i n i o n was asked

A , , A , ..., A , acquired at the
previous stage. Tables 1 t o 5 listed

t o c o m m e n t on, revise, a n d finally

the validated dimensions a n d their

validate the contents o f the

associated attributes.

dimension a n d attribute vectors,

D,

This validation panel then

Key factor(s): Exterior photo, Room photo, Restaurant photo
Sub-factor(s): Other facilities and services photo
Special factor(?.): Photo Gallery

A2. Hotel Description

1
1 Key factor($: Brief introduction

Sub-factor@):Fact sheet
Special factor@):Event, History, Honor, Welcome Message
A3. Hotel Facilities

Key factor@):Room division, Restaurant division
Sub-factor(s): Health facilities, Entertainment facilities,
Convention facilities
Special factor($: Business center, Shopping arcade,
Transportation service, Travel service

A4. Guest Room Facilities

Key factor(s): Room type
Sub-factorlsl:
. . In-house service and facilities
Special factor@):Layout of room

A5. Hotel Location MaD

1

Kev factorlsl:
. . Mao. with definition
Sub-factor@):Distance information. Direction guide. Streets
and major sites around the hotel
Special factor@):Enlargeable map, Download function

A6. Hotel Promotion

Key factor(s): Special offer
Sub-factor@):Packages
Special factor@):Niche market promotion

A7. Virtual Tour

Key factor(s): With virtual tour
Sub-factorld: Virtual tour with guest room, restaurant, lobby
Specla faclor[s, W tn otner fa6111es and servlces

I
A8 Resta~rant

I Kev factorlsr

C-lslne feat~res
an0 tvoe
Sub-factor($: Hours of operation, location, bar

Program

Sub-factor($: Terms and conditions, online enrollment
Special factor@):Personalized web page, createlmodify
Profile, Privacy Statement

A10. Meeting PlannerIMICE Key factor@):Conference facilities and service information
Sub-factor(s): Layout of function room, capacity,
.
. size, area
Special factor(s):-~eetingplanner

1

A1 1. Employment
opportunii&

I Key factor(s): Employment page
. -

sub-tactoii): ~ o description,
b
qualifications required,
contact information
Special factor(s): Online application form, career prospects
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Table 2: Attributes in the dimension of customers' contact information
81. Email Address

82. TeleDhone Number

'83. Hotel Address

I

Key factor@):Prime email address
Sub-factorfs): Email address with own domain suffix
Special fact&): Email address by departmentsfperson

(

Kev factorfs): Prime teleDhone number
Sdo-laclor(s, Country cooe area coae
Spec al factorts, D~rrctte ephone to depanments person
toll-free telephone number

1

Hotel Address

84. F a Number

Key factor@):Prime fax number
Sub-factor(s): Country code, area code
Special factor@):Direct fax to departments/person

' 8 5 . Online Forum

Online forum

xB6. Feedback Form

Key factor(s): Feedback formlcontact forms
Sub-factor($ Prompt reply

'87. Frequently Asked
Questions

With FA0 Page

88. What's NewIPress
Release

Key factor(s): With WHAT'S NEW or PRESS RELEASE page
Sub-factor($): With updated information
Special factor(s): Press contact information, media inquiries,
journalists registration

89.Person to Contact

Key factor@):Name
Sub-factor(s): Email address. telephone number
Special factor(s): Contact person by departmenWposition

determinrd the relative itnporclnce o f

D, Ad,,A&. ..., A,

1

wd,. wdi, .

.., wdlsubject to A W, = 100%
1-1

in temls o f numeric

weights (w). Specifically, respondents
were asked t o provide a numeric

wdd, w,,

. . ., w,,,,

1-

.. .. ..

percenrage weight for each elemenr in

D, A,, A , . . ., A,,

subject to the total

weight in each ofD, A,, A,,

equal t o 100%. H a v i n g collected all o f

1

w*,, w , , . . .. w,, subject to A W, = 100%
1-1

..., A ,

the data f r o m the respondents, the

subject toA W ,= 100%

After that, the validation panel
determined a subjective rating scale

aggregate weight of each dimension and

r,,for attribute a,, for i , j i n the

attribute was derived by averaging the

f o l l o w i ~ l gform:

individual weights. A t the end o f this
stage, the following weights were
constructed:

(i) For attributes w i t h only one factor,

0 was assigned if the factor was n o t listed
and 5 is assigned if the factor was listed.
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I

I Kev factorls):Room rate for different t.v. ~ e of
s mms
Sub-factor(*):Internet rate
Special factor@):Niche market rate or last-minute rate
U C2. Check Rate and
Key factor(s):Check rate and availability
Sub-factor(s):With instant response
Availability
Key factor(s):With online reservation function
* C3. OnlineIReal Time
Sub-factor@):Instant confirmation
Reservation
Key factor(s):With reservation policy
C4. Reservation Policy
Sub-factor(s):Guarantee policy, cancellation policy
Special-factor@):Family plan or children's plan
UC5. View or Cancel
Key factor(s):Online cancellation,online retrieval
Sub-factor@):Instant response
Reservation
*C6.Worldwide Reservation With worldwide reservation phone numbers
Phone Numbers
xC7. Security Payment
Key factor@):Encryption system
System
Sub-factor@):Payment instruction, credit card information
rC8. Check-in and
Key factor(s):With such information
C1. Room Rates

'C12. Currency Converter

1

Currency converter

Note: "*"indimces the om'burr uirh only onefactor
'm"indicar~r
thenrnibuu wirh k q futoirrorir) mdiublfactor(s).

(ii) For attributes with key F~ctor(s)
and sub-factor(s), 0 was assigned if no
attribute was listed, 1 was assigned if a
few factors were listed, 2 was assigned
if most of the key factors or a few key
factors with some sub- factors were
present. 3 was assigned if all of the key
factors were found, 4 was assigned if
key factors and some sub-factors were
listed, and 5 was assigned if key
factors and all sub-hctors were listed.
(iii) For other attributes, 0 w;ls
assigned if no attribute was found, 1
was assigned if a fav factors were

present, 2 was assigned if all key factors
were listed, 3 was assigned if some key
factors and some sub-factors or some
special factors were listed, 4 was
assigned if key factors and all subfactors were present, and 5 was assigned
if all key-factors and sub-factors and
most or all special factors were found.

The sampling process
The U.S. is the origin of the Internet
and the region with the largest number
of Internet users in the world", while
China is one of the fastest-growing
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Table 4: Attributes in the dimension of information on surrounding area
D l . Transportation

Key factor(s): How to get to the hotel
Sub-factor(s1: Limousine service

D2. Airport lnformation

Key factor(s): How to get tolfmm the airport
Sub-factor@):Distance information, timetable
Special factor@):Other airport information

D3. Main Attractions of
the City

Kev factorb):
. . With .Daae introducing attractions
Key faclor(s): Worn page ntroax ng attractions
Sub-factor(sl: Dlsrance fnformalon, transponallon moae
Special factor(s): With detailed guide

D4. General information
on the City

Kev factor(s):
. . Introduction to the city
Sub-factor(?.): Online clock or calendar, weather, currency
Special factor(s): Entertainment, dining, shopping,

'D5. Public Holidavs

-

-

Public holidavs

Note "*"mndi<ateithe amibwir rock only anrforror

Table 5: Attributes in the dimension of the management of the website

I
I
I Key factor@):Two Languages
I Sub-factor($: More than

)'El. Up-to-date Information
Contains up-to-date information
on the Site

t

aE2. Multilingual Site

I

Site map

'E4. Search Function
'E5. Link to Partners

I Search function

I Kevfactorls):
. . With linkaae
.

Sub-factor@):With linkage to partners and more useful sites

-

E6. Website Desionl
Multimedia

1 Kev factor(sl: 360-dearee
- .~anoramicphotos
Sub-factor($: Audiolvideo or live talk on the site
Flash, flash skip, picture zoom-inlout

Nore: ""irrdirotm the nmibure u,rri, only onefoctor
"'"indicarrr the amibuu with kTforror(l) ondiubfacor(d.
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markets in the world and recently
became the region with the world's
second-largest number of Internet
users."As previously stated, the
primary objective of this study is to
build a mtdti-criteria decision-making
model to compare and contrast the
functionality performance of Chinabased and U.S.-based hotel wehsites.
To ensure that the selected hotel
websites were comparable, the selcctiotl
criteria included: i) independent hotels,
ii) business hotels in major cities, and
iii) hotels of three stars or above. The
star-rating systems in both regions are
~imila?~,
and hotels in lower categories
were excluded because they have a
lower tendency to use technology. The
process of searching for hotel wehsites
was done through expedia.com,
ctrip.com, and google.com. Eventually,
ninety hotel wehsites were selected for
each region, with thirty websites in
each category of hotel.

The evaluation process
At this stage, a numeric value R,
was assigned to each attribute in A,,,
A,, .... A , , i,j, representing the
rating of the attribute and using the
judgmental rating scale radij
developed in the modeling process.
Two independent evaluators, who
were experienced hotel website
users, assessed each of the selected
hotel websites. Figure 1 delineares
the evaluation process. Such a
process can detect and eliminate
potential bias or misinterpretation.
Wan, Sweeney, and Evans and King
also supported the use of multiple
assessors in the process of evaluating
a website.)' For each hotel wrbsite.
the empirical outcome in this
process was a set of rating scores

iR,,,.,R.,,. .. ., R"

.

R,' R",,. . . .
R"d,a2R&, ..., RSdJ>
denoted by R. for all attributes in
Ad,>A*, ..., Adr
a,,,

Rdd>"> , , , ..>

Figure 1: A hotel website evaluation process
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The functionality performance
score of an attribure a , ,, i,j, was then
reflected by the corresponding
element in R. Next, the performance
score of a dimension d,, k, denoted by
T,, was computed by:

The overall relarive weight for all
attributes, in contrast to the relative
weight wirhin a dimension, was then
computed. The overall weight W,,,,of
attribute a,,,,was obtained by:

After tbar, let W =[Wa,,,, W,,,,, ...,

w,,,,,,,
w.,,,, w,,,,, .. .. W,,",

.. ...,

Wa,z. W,,,, .. . Ws,J, and rhe total
performance score T of a hotel websire
was computed by:

T =W R..... (4)
Hence, the performance scores for
dimensions and for the whole website
are in the range of 0 to 100,
inclusive. A high score indicates that
the performance of a specific
measurement is good, whereas a low
score is associated wirh w e ~ k
performance.
Findings and analysis
The results of the panel discussion on
the weights of all dimensions, and the
associated arrributes in each dimension

are presented in Tables 6 to 1 1.
As presented in Table 6, among the
perceived weights of all dimensions,
the most imporrant dimensions were
Facilities Information and
Reservations Information, which
received relative weights of 26.38
and 26.13, respectively. T h e least
important dimension was
Surrounding Area Information,
which received a weight of 11.62.
Such findings appear reasonable
because users of hotel wehsites and
potential online purchasers view
information on facilities and
reservations as more important than
information on the surrounding
area. Similarly, Tables 7 to 11 list the
weights of all attributes in each of
the five dimensions.
T h e functionality performance of
the selected hotels, grouped in
different hotel c~regories,is
presented inTahles 12 to 15.
Table 12 shows the performance
results of rhe China-based three-star
hotels and the U S - b a s e d three-star
hotels. T h e U.S.-based hotel websites
significantly outperformed the
China-based hotel wehsites in all but
one of the included dimensions. T h e
only dimension that does not show a
significanr difference is Cusromers'
Cootarr Information. In addition,
the overall performance score of the
U.S.-based three-star hotels is significantly larger than that of their
corresponding Chinese counterparts.
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Table 6: Weight scores of dimensions
Facilities Information

26.38

Reservations Information

26.13

Customers' Contact Information

18.25

Management of Website

17.63

Surrounding Area Information

11.62

100

Total Score

1 Hotel Descrintion

I

10 75

I

I

5.38

I

~ u e sRoom
t
Facilities
Hotel Promotions
Virtual Tours
Frequent Guest Program
Restaurant

I Meetina PlannerIMICE
Employment Opportunities

1

Total Seole

I

I00

Table 8: Weighted mean scores of customers'

!€mail Address
Telephone Number

1

I

Hotel Address
Fax Number
Person to Contact
l~eedbackForm

20.13

I

15.00
11.88

I

I
1

Online Forum

11.25
11.13
9.38

I

5.25

I

100
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Table 9: Weighted mean scores

++I

Check Rates and Availability

tGGzs

OnlineIReal Time Reservation
Securities Payment System

,

View or Cancel Reservation

I

1

Worldwide Reservation
'Phone Numbers

1
6.00

6
.
0
0

Privacy Policy
Currency Converier
Check-in and Check-out Times

Table 10: Weighted mean scores

28.13
Main Attractions of the City

20.38

Public Holidays

Table 1I:Weiahted mean scores on the
management of the website

. ..-

Search Function
Website DesignIMultimedia
Up-to-date lnformation
on the Site
Llnk to Partners

.

1

1

.

-. ..
24.50
19.88
14.75
14.38

a

.

1

~

Multilingual Site
12.50
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Similar to the three-star hotels, the
U.S.-based four-star hotel websites
received performance scores significantly higher than those of the Chinabased four-star hotel websites in four
of the five dimensions (Table 13).The
dimension that does not show a
significant difference is Customers'
Contact Information. Again, the
overall performance score of the U S -

based four-star hotel websites is significantly larger than that of the Chinabased four-star hotels.
Likewise, Table 14 presents the
performance scores of five-star hotels
that were included. In this hotel
category, U.S.-based hotel websites
significantly score higher than Chinabased hotel websites in all dimensions
and in overall website performance.

Table 12: Comparison of China-based and U.S.-based three-star hotels

1 Surrounding Area

Information
Management of Website
I Overall Performance
'r;gn+ronrnrA=

45.67

11

16.19

0.000'

52.79

1

10.69

10.000*

7

6.14

1.15

27.31

2791

1001

24.76

1

1

1

6.64

1

0.000'

2.47

1

0.05 bardon in&pmdmrrampllr r rest

Table 13: Com~arisonof China-based and U.S.-based four-star hotels
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1 Faciwies "formation

1

40.91

Customers' Contact
Information
Information

43.73

Information

4.39

Overall Performance

30.73

21.72

6.84

1

5

9

7

1

2

18.16

73.79
4
8
%
::

7.55

37.52

11.17
8.63

-

50.61
57.20

q

E

I

0.1

14.20

1

.

0.000"

1

22.62

0.000'

12.44
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0.000'
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Table 14: Comnarison of China-based and U.S.-based five-star hotels

Facilities lnformation
1
Customers' Contact
Information
Reservations Information
Surrounding Area
Information
Management of Website
Overall Performance
1
'~i~r~$;aninnrotf\=0.05 6,md 082

43.66

1

12.98

44.21

16.81

19.63

22.26

8.75
32.57
31.49

1
1

11.42
"08
11.60

1

1

71.96

13.67

10.000'

53.30

14.74

0.030'

72.65

24.78

0.000'

30.25
53.61
60.87

I :::",",
20.44

0,000'

~0.000'l
0.000'
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Table 15: Cornearison of all China-based and U.S.-based hotels

Customers' Contact
Information
Reservations Information
.
Surrounding Area
Information
Management of Website
Overall Performance

44.36

14.16

49.89

18.06

17.56

72.49

29.67

112 1

49.96

29.85

9.27

56.96

6.43

Lastly, Table 15 shows the
performance results of all of the
hotel websires in the U.S. and China
that were included. I n this research,
the perfor~nancescores of the
selected U.S.-based hotel websites
were significantly largrr than those
of the China-based hotel websires in
all dimensions and in the overall
measurement. Apparently, U S based hotel websites mainly use the
Internet as a booking channel.

I

15.09

0.042.

20.67

0000'

22.38

0.000'

16.85

0.000'

11.07

0.000'

whereas China-based hotel websites
used the lnternet as a cyberbrochure. This result is consistent
with the findings of Huang and
Law", which stated that the websites
of China-based hotels look like
"electronic brochures," whereas the
websites of international hotels are
"distribution and marketing
channels.''
Empirically speaking, the Chinabased hotel websites d o not perform as
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well as their U.S.-based counterparts.
In general, all dimensional and overall
website performance scores for the
China-based websites are less than 50.
indicating that the Chinese hotels
have not invested enough in their
websites. The dimension in the
China-based hotels websites that
received the highest performance score
is Customers' Contact Information,
which, unfortunately, is not an
important dimension (Table 6). This
finding is probably due to an insuftciency or absence of knowledge on
website management on the parr of
hotel managers. It is true rhat these
hotel managers have established an
online presence for the hotel.
However, these managers seemingly
d o not know how to provide the kind
ofconrent in their websites that would
meet the needs of users. Basically, all
dimensions and attributes on the
China-hased hotel websites need
urgently need to be improved if the
hotel industry is to remain
competitive in the present business
environment.
U.S.-based hotel websites, by
contrast, do perforn~satisfactorily in
most measurements. In particular,
these websites perform best in
Reservations Information, one of the
most important dimensions, as
indicated in Table 6. Such results
indicate that hotel managers in the
U.S. d o take advantage of the Internet
as an online distribution and booking

channel. With the increasing number
of online customers, hotel managers
in the U.S. need to be aware rhat
providing good reservation services
and facilities information may not
suffice to serve the large needs of
customers. In other words, to attract
new cusromers and to retain existing
customers, other dimensions of
information should also be improved.

Conclusions
This study aims to measure the
performance of hotel websites in the
U.S. and China, and to compare and
contrast selected websites in these two
regions. O n the basis of a multicriteria decision-making model, a total
of one hundred and eighty hotel
websites were evaluated and analyzed.
The evaluation included five
dimensions and forty-three attributes.
Empirical findings reveal that US.based hotel websites significantly score
higher than China-based hotel
websites in all measurements, except
in Customers' Contact Information
for thrce-star and four-star hotels.
More international hotel chains
have entered China and are competing
with China's independent hotels.
Although there is not much difference
between China-based hotels and
inrernational hotels in terms of the
provision of facilities and services, the
disparity in their Internet applications
will unambiguously influence their
ability to compete. At present, most
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customers in China still use conventional means to communicate with
hotels, but many American customers
have chosen to use the Internet to
make reservations. The rapid
development of the Inrernet in China
will soon change thc booking behavior
of customers. Hence, hoteliers in
China need to spend more effort
developing rheir websites ro the meet
the changing demands of the market.
As it has joined the World Trade
Organization and will host the 2008
Olympic Games, China will have to
accelerate the degree to which is
opening up to the world. Since the
Internet has become an important
medium for interactive communications, the hotel industry in China
should take full advantage of the
rechnology to distribute products,
offer customer services. and penetrate
markers by setting up virtual hotels.
This research, however, has shown
that there is a large gap in the
functionality performance of websites
between China-based hotels and US.based hotels. Based on the empirical
finding, China-based hotels should
use their wehsites as a tool for
interactive comn~unication,a distribution channel, and a customer
service center, instead of only as a tool
for promotion.
As a tool for promotion, a Chinabased hotel website can hrlp po~rotial
customers browse through the
products and services that are offered

in the hotel. I n the same way, a hotel
can use its website as a tool to enhance
communications with customers.
Likewise, hotels can use their websites
as a channzl to handle and process
online reservations. As a cwtomer
service center, the provision of more
value-added services such as
information of rhe surrounding area
can strengthen the understanding of
customers and, hence, rheir
confidence in the hotel. Lastly, a wellmanaged hotel websire makes the site
more attractive to users.
The number of commercial sites has
been incre~singand, with no signs of
slowing.down, travel has been the
fastest-growing segment of online
commerce." By the year 2020, China
will become the world's number one
tourist destination, with annual
arrivals of 130 million, and will rank
fourth among the world's top touristgenerating countries." It will therefore
he important for the hotel industry in
China to make the same use of their
websites as U.S.-based hotels do.
While the findings are interesting,
there are two limitations to this study.
First, the members of the validation
panel wrre chosen using convenience
sampling. In addition, panel members
were all from China. Such limitations
could lead to a lack of comprehensiveness in the views on developing
rhe multi-criteria decision-making
model. Naturally, one possibility for
future research is to further enhance
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and, eventually to generalize, the
measurements of the functionality or
content ofhotel websites by incorporating the views of a large group of
users of hotel websites. In addition, it
would be valuable to verify whether
the research findings are in accordance
with the real situation in the hotel
industry Such verifications can be
performed through interviews with
local hotel practitioners. This can
ensure that the research findings are
applicable to the local hotel industry.
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